Cytochrome c oxidase is a remarkable energy transducer that seems to work almost purely by Coulombic principles without the need for significant protein conformational changes. In recent years it has become possible to follow key partial reactions of the catalytic cycle in real time, both with respect to electron and proton movements. These experiments have largely set the stage for the proton pump mechanism. The structures of the catalytic binuclear heme-copper site that is common to the huge family of heme-copper oxidases, are today well understood throughout the catalytic cycle of oxygen reduction to water based on both spectroscopic studies and quantum chemical calculations. Here, we briefly review this progress, and add some recent details into how the proton pump mechanism is protected from failure by leakage.
A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T 5 kinetic evidence for such an intermediate in the B-type cytochrome oxidase ba 3 from Th.
thermophilus. From an oxidoreduction point of view, the two formed equivalents of water are an oxo group bound to a ferryl heme (Fe[IV]=O), and a hydroxyl group bound as a fourth ligand to the nearby copper ( Fig. 3 ). The fourth reducing equivalent derives either from heme a or, in the case heme a is oxidized, from the conserved tyrosine residue that is covalently bonded to one of the three histidine ligands of Cu B . The former state of the BNC has been called P R , the latter P M . In both cases the proton required for splitting the O-O bond derives from the conserved tyrosine (18) .
The next experimentally observed intermediate is state F, which is at the same redox level as state P R , but with an additional proton in the BNC. The OHligand of Cu B in the P R state (19) is protonated to water, which probably dissociates from the copper (20, 21) thus leaving the cupric Cu B three-coordinate (and hence high potential). A high redox potential of Cu B in this state is supported by DFT calculations, which indicate that this state has the ferryl heme and a mixture of Cu[II]-tyrosinate and Cu[I]-tyrosine neutral radical (21, 22) .
Reduction and protonation of the F state yields the ferric/cupric form of the BNC (state O), which is the state in the "as isolated" enzyme. However, state O is almost certainly not catalytically active but is a relaxed product of an "active form", which has been termed O H .
O H has been observed experimentally by Rousseau et al. (23) due to its resonance Raman Fe-O vibration at 450 cm -1 . The very low frequency of this vibration, compared with many other ferric-OHheme systems, made the authors suggest that the OHligand is strongly Hbonded forcing the ferric heme to be high spin despite the strong-field axial ligand. Based on DFT calculations, we have proposed that this strong bonding exerted on the Fe-bound OHgroup may be due to a -hydroxy bridge between the iron and the copper (21, see also 22) . Such a structure had been long predicted from chemical mimics of the binuclear site by Karlin et al. (24) . The life-time of state O H is uncertain since its decay in the Raman experiments could also be only apparent due to exchange of 18 
Electrical charge in the catalytic cycle
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It is perhaps not unexpected that the overall electrical charge of the BNC is zero, considering that the center is located well within the phospholipid membrane. Taking state R as an example, the charge of the core of heme a 3 is zero because the porphyrinate 2anion is neutralized by the ferrous (Fe 2+ ) heme iron. Cu B [I] has a +1 charge, which is compensated by the -1 charge of the heme a 3 propionate A. (Propionate D (heme a 3 ) is charge-compensated by forming a salt pair with a conserved arginine residue).
The electroneutrality of the active site (BNC) is strictly adhered to, as first emphasized by Peter Rich (27, 28) , and is an extremely important property that is, in fact, central to the proton pump mechanism (see below). It is therefore of particular importance to note that there is one experimentally observed intermediate of the catalytic cycle that does not seem to follow the principle of electroneutrality. This is the state P R (see above; Fig. 4 ).
Fortunately, the structure of this state is quite well established (13, 19 This location is supported by the generally accepted notion that the proton pump of cytochrome oxidase is a Coulombic solid state device that does not involve long-range
The proton pump
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A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T 7 conformational changes. The loading of the PLS is followed by proton transfer to the BNC (state III, Fig. 5 ). The neutralization of the BNC lowers the pK a of the PLS, and as a result the PLS proton is ejected to the P-phase. In the following we will briefly outline the principles of this mechanism and, in particular, discuss how that mechanism is protected from back-leakage of protons from the P to the N side of the membrane.
Mechanistic principles
There is the completely conserved feature that the binuclear center (BNC) is accompanied by a low-spin heme in the immediate vicinity, at nearly v.d. Waals distance. This guarantees extremely fast electron transfer (eT) from heme a to the BNC (time constant ~1 ns; 36, 37) as expected by the Moser-Dutton ruler (38) . This fact, in turn, means that any restrictions observed on reaction rates in the various steps of catalysis are caused by other factors than eT, by proton transfer (pT) in particular. In practise, this means that kinetic gating of the proton pump which, as we shall see, is essential for it to work, cannot be achieved by controlling eT. However, eT is clearly regulated by the thermodynamics of the system, which often provides the linkage to protons and protonation. For example, after electron injection into Cu A using a photosensitive dye (see e.g. 25) there is eT from Cu A further to heme a in less than 25 s, as expected from pure electron tunneling over that distance. However, there is no reduction of heme a 3 in this time domain even though the expected time constant (inverse rate constant) of eT between the hemes is ca. 1 ns (36, 37) .
The reason is thermodynamics. The midpoint redox potential (E m,7 ) of heme a 3 is far lower than that of heme a on this time scale, and hence fast eT from the latter to the former is countered by even faster eT in the reverse direction. The system literally waits for a proton to be placed near heme a 3 (or the BNC in general) thereby raising the E m,7 to allow the eT to occur to a significant extent. The protonation thus gates the overall proton-coupled electron transfer, which takes place at the rate determined by the proton transfer.
The proton-pumping events are initialized by reduction of the electron donor, heme a.
Differently from some previous interpretations, heme a reduction is not as such linked to protonation of the PLS (see 13) , which is a concerted electron and proton transfer event (proton-coupled electron transfer, PCET), in which the electron moves from heme a to the BNC ( Fig. 5 , III). This implies that with heme a reduced the pK a of the PLS is not high enough to accept a proton from the pH of ~7 of the aqueous N-phase, and that the electron must move further to the BNC for this pK a rise to occur, and for the proton to cross the
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8 activation barrier (TS1 in Fig. 6 ). This further supports the location of the PLS to be close to the BNC (and further away from heme a).
Loading of the proton pump (the PLS) is thus a purely Coulombic event, and creates a dipole in which the positive charge of the proton in the PLS counter-balances the negative charge of the electron in the BNC, but does not annihilate it.
The next event is proton transfer from the reprotonated glu-242 to the BNC to complete the oxygen reduction chemistry (hence this proton is often called a "chemical" proton). This results in annihilation of the electron charge in the BNC and hence in loss of the aforementioned dipole. As a result, the pK a of the PLS is lowered back to its original value and the PLS proton is ejected to the aqueous P-phase (Figs. 5, 6) . The pump action is completed, but why did the proton not rather go to the N-side of the membrane as thermodynamics would have predicted (see Fig. 6 , dashed orange arrow)? Again, we have a case where kinetic gating is essential in order to make such a mechanism work (see below).
Watergate mechanism revisited
One key problem of the pump mechanism is why, in the case the electron resides on heme a, there is no proton transfer to the binuclear site from glu-242 (and the D-channel). If that occurred, accompanying electron transfer from heme a to the BNC could not be avoided, and the chemistry of that particular partial reaction would be completed with no means to drive the proton pump. Brzezinski and Larsson (39) suggested an alternative where the uptake of the chemical proton is primary, and results in excited conformational states that relax with proton pumping, but this possibility has been made unlikely by experiments (see
The original watergate proposal (40) suggested that proton transfer to the BNC would not occur because, due to the electric field between heme a and the BNC, the water molecules in the cavity "above" glu-242 would be orientated to allow proton transfer to the PLS (via molecules in the state with the electron at heme a. Interestingly, in the data presented in the article (also discussed briefly in SI and in a video), it appears that in this redox state a water-based connection to the BNC is not sufficiently populated, thereby partly supporting the water-gated model. They also observed that the water molecules exit the cavity on a tens of nanoseconds time scale, which may be sufficient for a rapid proton transfer from glu-242 to PLS, either concerted or as a charge separation. Finally, it is worth keeping in mind that turnover at the BNC produces two water molecules per cycle, which are most probably expelled into the hydrophobic cavity.
We repeated the original watergate MD simulations with the membrane-embedded protein (44) and we still found the original orientational effect on the water molecules in the cavity depending on the position of the electron. However, the preferential orientation of the water molecules accounts for an effect of only ca. 100-fold (~3 kcal/mol), so it could hardly alone explain the high efficiency of the proton pump. We envisage that water-based gating of protons to the PLS functions best in relatively dry conditions when there are 2-3
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water molecules in the cavity and when the hydrophobic ceiling of the cavity (trp-126) is not entirely displaced due to expansion of the cavity, because 2-3 water molecules are sufficient to form the path from glu-242 to the D-propionate of heme a 3 .
Considering the electric field in the apolar cavity domain between the hemes (Fig. 7 ) may
give some further insight. Preliminary calculations (see ref. 5 ) have suggested that this electric field can be of the order of 1V/nm (i.e. 10 7 V/cm!). Transfer of a proton from glu-242 to the BNC via water would presumably start with formation of a charge-separated transition state where glu-242 would be negatively charged and a water molecule located between glu-242 and the BNC would be protonated to a hydronium ion. With the electron on heme a, i.e. prior to electron transfer to the BNC, the direction of such a dipolar transition state would be opposite to the direction of the electric field (Fig. 7) , and hence expected to lie high in energy. In contrast, transfer of the proton from glu-242 to the PLS via the D-propionate of heme a 3 would be perpendicular to the field, and unaffected by it (see below). Thus, apart from the relative lack of water molecules between the glu-242 and the BNC, and their predominantly unfavourable orientation prior to electron transfer (40,44), the local electric field would be expected to make the proton transfer to the BNC very slow in this state and thus provide an efficient kinetic barrier against decoupling of the pump.
Other gating principles
As illustrated in Fig. 6 ., the ejection of the proton from the PLS due to lowering of its pK a value is a serious cause of concern. With an unchanged energetics profile, the proton would undoubtedly flow back to the N-side, i.e. across the lowest activation barrier ( Fig.   6 , orange dashed arrow). The barrier in the forward direction (from PLS towards the Pside, TS2, Fig. 6 ) cannot be lowered either in order to compete, because then the barrier from the aqueous P-side back to the PLS would become low enough to occupy the PLS from the wrong side. As originally stressed by Siegbahn and Blomberg (30) in their eminent analysis of leaks of the proton pump, this is the natural reason for why the rate of proton ejection from the PLS must be a slow event.
This analysis leads to the definite conclusion that the barrier for loading the PLS (TS1, In our view, the latter condition is intolerable for the mechanism, because of direct protonic contact from the P-side to the D-channel via such a multitude of water molecules, and resulting proton leakage. In our view the life-time of a protonated Dpropionate (heme a 3 ) is too short to allow such an invasion of water into the nonpolar cavity, and to its dramatic extension in volume.
It is clear from the above (30, 41, 45, 47 ) that there must be a considerable rate enhancement for pT from glu-242 to the PLS in the case prior to electron transfer compared to the case after eT (TS1 in Fig. 6 ). A change in barrier height of 7-8 kcal/mol was predicted, which is more than what seems achievable from the orientation and/or occupancy of water molecules, or from the gating function of glu-242. Siegbahn and Blomberg (30,41) have proposed an ingenious mechanism for this particular gating, viz.
that the transition state is positively charged and hence lies low in energy when the electron in heme a stabilizes it electrostatically (TS1, Fig. 6 ). This stabilization is lost after the electron has been transferred to the BNC, and neutralized by the substrate proton. As a result the barrier rises considerably preventing proton leakage. This is a plausible mechanism, and is in accordance with the electric field between heme a and the BNC (Fig. 7) , as the proton motion from glu-242 to the PLS via the D-propionate of heme a 3 will be perpendicular to this field.
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Conclusions
We conclude that the structural interconversions of the binuclear heme-copper center (BNC) during the catalytic cycle of O 2 reduction to water are quite well understood at this point. The structure of the active O H state is now also fairly well established based on Raman data, as complemented by both quantum-chemical simulations and by synthetic organometallic mimics. The reasons for why the active state is not occupied in cytochrome oxidase preparations, "as isolated", remain unclear. One possibility is that the apolar cavity loses its water molecules when the enzyme does not turn over, as is the case in all crystal structures. In such circumstances there would be no fast electron transfer beyond the low-spin heme, because in the absence of cavity water there is no accompanying proton transfer path beyond glu-242.
The mechanism of proton pumping is fairly well understood, but there are still uncertainties in some details, such as the precise location of the proton loading site (PLS), and the path of proton exit from the PLS to the P-side of the membrane. Even if the PLS turns out to be more diffuse and not a single residue (such as the A-propionate of heme a 3 ), its location and the exit proton path are not trivial. There must be a high kinetic barrier against proton transfer from the aqueous P-side to the PLS, high enough to prevent such pT even at a high protonmotive force ( Fig. 6 ). At this time we do not have a good mechanistic/structural explanation of how this requirement is fulfilled. The mechanistic principles by which the pump avoids leakage, maintaining high efficiency even at fairly high loads of the protonmotive force, are indeed challenging also more generally, but beginning to be understood. One such mechanism ensures fast proton transfer from the N-side of the membrane to the PLS as long as it is accompanied by electron transfer from heme a to the BNC. However, as soon as this proton-coupled electron transfer has occurred, the barrier for proton transfer to the PLS is drastically raised in order to prevent the proton in the PLS to diffuse back to the glu-242 (and further either back to the N-side, or to be consumed at the BNC), instead of being ejected to the P-side.
Finally, there must be mechanistic means to prevent premature proton transfer from the N-side to the BNC that completes the oxygen reduction chemistry, bypassing proton pumping. The strong electric field between heme a and the BNC prior to the primary proton-coupled electron transfer indeed tends to orientate the water molecules in the apolar cavity to oppose such proton transfer, and to facilitate proton transfer to the PLS.
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This orientational effect may not account for more than a ca. 100-fold preference of one pathway over the other. Here, we point out that the electric field may exert a much stronger controlling effect by raising the energy level of the transition state for proton transfer from glu-242 to the BNC. Proton pumping is not shown here, but is coupled to each one-electron reduction step. The P R state is high-lighted because of its special status (see text). BNC=binuclear center. The key difference relative to some other related proposals is that loading the PLS is a proton-coupled electron transfer event that requires eT from heme a to the BNC, and does not occur as a result of heme a reduction. Fig. 6 . Simplified energy diagram of the pump mechanism. The reaction coordinate describes the motion of the pumped proton against a protonmotive force between the aqueous P-and N-phases.
A C C E P T E D
In the first step it moves from the N-side of the membrane (via glu-242) to the PLS across the transition state TS1 together with the eT from heme a to the BNC. In the next step the pK a of the PLS is lowered due to neutralization of the electron charge at the BNC by uptake of the "chemical" proton. As a result, the PLS proton is ejected to the P-side, across transition state TS2. The orange dashed arrow points out the requirement of kinetic gating; what prevents the PLS proton from diffusing back to the N-side? (see text). 
